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We study the asymptotic behavior of solutions to a combustion model which
contains the effect of convection, viscosity, chemical reaction, and diffusion. It is
proved that if a perturbation of a travelling strong detonation wave is small, then
the solution to this system converges to a strong detonation wave, which is the
original one with a shift, as t  . The rate of convergence is also estimated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A simplified model of combustion
(u+qz)t+ f (u)x=;uxx , (1.1)
zt=&K,(u)z, (1.2)
was proposed by Majda, and the travelling wave solutions to it were
studied in [5]. In these equations u is a lumped fluid variable, z # [0, 1] is
the concentration of the reactant, and the positive constants ;, q, and K
are the viscosity, the heat release, and the reaction rate respectively. The
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functions f, , are the flux and reaction rate function respectively. A general-
ization of this system is
(u+qz)t+ f (u)x=;uxx , (1.3)
zt=&K,(u)z+Dzxx , (1.4)
where D is the diffusion coefficient. The existence of travelling wave
solutions to (1.3) and (1.4) were studied by Larrouturou in [1].
It was proved in [4] and [8] that travelling strong detonation waves of
(1.1), (1.2) are nonlinearly stable, that is, if (u0(x), z0(x)) is a small pertur-
bation to a strong detonation wave, then the solution to (1.1) and (1.2)
with initial data (u0(x), z0(x)) converges to a strong detonation wave,
which is the original one with a shift, as t  . The aim of this paper is
to study the same problem for the system of equations (1.3) and (1.4). We
remark that there is a significant difference between these two systems. For
the system (1.1) and (1.2) the variable z can be solved from (1.2) which is
regarded as an ordinary differential equation. After substituting z into (1.1),
it becomes a scalar integral-differential equation which has some properties
similar to the scalar conservation laws, while (1.3) and (1.4) is a genuine
2_2 system. Our approach here is a combination of a weighted energy
method in [2, 6] and a pointwise estimation in [3]. Nonlinear stability of
strong detonation waves is proved under the hypothesis that q is small
enough, which is the same as [4] and [8].
Let us make a brief statement of the results. As in [4] and [8], we
assume that the function f is smooth and satisfies
f $(u)>0, (1.5)
f "(u)>0, (1.6)
and the function , is also smooth and satisfies
,(u)={1,0,
for u>d,
for u<0,
(1.7)
,$(u)>0, for 0<u<d. (1.8)
Let u
*
<0 and u*>d, then the travelling shock wave s0(!), !=x&_t,
to a single conservation law,
st+ f (s)x=;sxx ,
exists and satisfies
f (u*)& f (u
*
)=_(u*&u
*
),
lim
!  +
s0(!)=u*, lim!  &
s0(!)=u*.
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Accordingly the travelling strong detonation wave (s(!), ‘(!)), !=x&_t,
is a smooth solution to (1.3) and (1.4), and satisfies
lim
!  +
(s(!), ‘(!))=(u+ , 1), lim
!  &
(s(!), ‘(!))=(u*, 0)
for a certain u+<u*. The travelling strong detonation wave exists for all
positive parameters q, ;, K, and D in [1]. Integrating (1.3) yields
f (u*)& f (u+)=_(u*&u+&q).
We assume that the perturbation of (s(!), ‘(!)), i.e., (u0(!), z0(!)), is
sufficiently smooth and
lim
|!|  
(u0(!)&s(!), z0(!)&‘(!))=0.
Without loss of generality, we assume that
|
+
&
(u0(!)+qz0(!)&s(!)&q‘(!)) d!=0, (1.9)
otherwise a translation of (s, ‘) leads to (1.9). (1.9) and (1.3) imply that for
all t
|
+
&
(u+qz&s&q‘) dx=0,
where (u, z) is the solution to (1.3) and (1.4) with initial condition
(u, z)| t=0=(u0 , z0), (1.10)
and s=s(x&_t), ‘=‘(x&_t). As in [8], we define the antiderivative
v(x, t)=|
x
&
U(!, t) d!, (1.11)
where
U=u1+qz1 , u1=u&s, z1=z&‘. (1.12)
Our main result is the following:
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Theorem. Let N2 be an integer. We assume that
|
+
&
(1+|x| )N&1 (v2(x, 0)+u21(x, 0)+u
2
1x(x, 0)) dx
+|
+
&
(1+|x| )N z21x(x, 0) dx+|
+
0
(1+|x| )N+1 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
0
&
(1+|x| )N z21(x, 0) dx
is bounded, besides we assume that
|
+
&
(1+|x| )(v2(x, 0)+u21(x, 0)) dx+|
+
0
(1+|x| )3 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
0
&
(1+|x| )2 z21(x, 0) dx
and q are sufficiently small. Then the problem (1.3) and (1.4) has a unique
global solution which satisfies
(1+|!| )12 |U(!+_t, t)|=O(t&(N2)+1)
and
(1+|!| ) |z1(!+_t, t)|=O(t&(N2)+1),
as t  .
To prove the theorem, we need to make a series of estimates, and we will
always denote by C a generic constant. For later use, we state some proper-
ties of the travelling wave solution (s(!), ‘(!)) which will be proved in
Proposition 2 as follows: There exists !0 such that s$(!)>0 for !<!0 and
s$(!)<0 for !>!0 ; |s(!0)&u*| is of the order of q; both |s(!)&u*| and
|s$(!)| are of the order of the product of q and ec! when !<!0 , where c is
a positive constant.
This paper is organized as follows: We prove local existence of the initial
value problem in Section 2. Pointwise estimation is given in Section 3.
Finally using weighted energy estimate we prove the nonlinear stability,
which implies the global existence, in Section 4.
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE
To begin with we prove the local existence of the solutions to the
problems (1.3), (1.4), (1.10). The result of this section is the following
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Proposition 1. If u0&s # H \0 (R), z0&‘ # H\0+12(R) for \02, then
there is a constant t*>0 such that the problem (1.3), (1.4), (1.10) admits a
solution (u, z), such that u( } , t)&s( } &_t) # H\0 (R), z( } , t)&‘( } &_t) #
H\0+12(R) for t # [0, t*).
Proof. Let u=e;tw, z=eDty, then (w, y) satisfies
wt+;w+qe(D&;)t( yt+Dy)+e&;tf (e;tw)x=;wxx , (2.1)
yt+Dy=&K,(e;tw) y+Dyxx . (2.2)
let A=&(2x2)+I, then e&tA is an analytic semigroup of operators. The
equations (2.1), (2.2) can be expressed as
w=e&;tAu0&|
t
0
e&;(t&{)A[qe(D&;){( y{+Dy)+e&;{f (e;{w)x] d{, (2.3)
y=e&DtAz0&|
t
0
e&D(t&{)A[K,(e;{w) y] d{. (2.4)
The solutions are obtained by iteration. We set w(0)(x, t)=e&;ts(x&_t),
y(0)(x, t)=e&Dt‘(x&_t), and
w(n)=e&;tAu0&|
t
0
e&;(t&{)A[qe(D&;){( y (n&1){ +Dy
(n&1))
+e&;{f (e;{w(n&1))x] d{,
y(n)=e&DtAz0&|
t
0
e&D(t&{)A [K,(e;{w(n&1)) y (n&1)] d{
for n=1, 2, ... . Let W (n)=w(n)&w(n&1), Y (n)= y(n)& y(n&1), then W (n) and
Y (n) satisfy
W (n)=&|
t
0
e&;(t&{)A[qe(D&;){(Y (n&1){ +DY
(n&1))
+e&;{( f (e;{w(n&1))x& f (e;{w(n&2))x)] d{, (2.5)
Y (n)=&|
t
0
e&D(t&{)AK[,(e ;{w(n&1)) y(n&1)&,(e;{w(n&2)) y (n&2)] d{
(2.6)
for n=2, 3, ... . Let M=2 maxx |u0(x)|, we define a function f : R  R, such
that f (u)= f (u) for |u|M, f is sufficiently smooth and the derivatives of
f are bounded up to the order of [\0]. We replace f in (2.5) by f .
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For the sake of simplicity we first assume that \0 is an integer and prove
by induction that
&A\W (n)&
K n\ t
(n&1)2
1((n+1)2)
, for \=0,
1
2
, 1, ..., \0 , t<t*, (2.7)
&A\Y (n)&
K n\&12 t
(n&1)2
1((n+1)2)
, for \=
1
2
, 1, ..., \0+
1
2
, t<t*, (2.8)
where & }& is the norm in L2(R), 1 is the usual Gamma function, the positive
constants K0K12K1 } } } K\0 and t*>0 are to be determined. (2.7),
(2.8) are obviously satisfied for n=1 provided K\ are properly given. We
assume that (2.7), (2.8) are satisfied up to n&1. By (2.6) we have, for
\=12, 1, ..., that
A\Y (n)=&|
t
0
A12e&D(t&{)AA\&12K[,(e;{w(n&1)) y(n&1)
&,(e;{w(n&2)) y(n&2)] d{.
Due to the properties of analytic semigroups of operators in [7], we have
&A\Y (n)&C |
t
0
(t&{)&12 [&A\&12W (n&1)& (& y(n&1)&+& y(n&2)&)
+&W (n&1)& (&A\&12y(n&1)&+&A\&12y(n&2)&)
+&A\&12Y (n&1)& (&w(n&1)&+&w(n&2)&)
+&Y (n&1)& (&A\&12w(n&1)&+&A\&12w(n&2)&)] d{, (2.9)
where we have used the property that the derivatives of , are bounded. By
the induction assumption,
&A\&12Y (n&1)&C &A\Y (n&1)&C
K n&1\&12 t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
,
&Y (n&1)&C &A12Y (n&1)&C
K n&10 t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
,
&A\&12W (n&1)&
K n&1\&12 t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
, &W (n&1)&
K n&10 t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
.
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Besides, we have y(n&1)=Y (n&1)+Y (n&2)+ } } } +Y (1)+ y(0), therefore
&A\&(12)y(n&1)&C &A\y(n&1)&C :
n&1
k=1
K k\&(12) t
(k&1)2
1((k+1)2)
+&A\y(0)&
K n&1\&12t
(n2)&1 {C :
n&1
k=1
K k&n+1\&(12) t
(k&n+1)2
1((k+1)2) =+C.
Let t*K &20 , and we may assume that K\&(12)1, then we have
&W (n&1)& } &A\&(12)y(n&1)&C
K n&1\&(12) t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
.
&Y (n&1)& } &A\&(12)w(n&1)& can be estimated in the same way. Analogously
we have
&A\&(12)W (n&1)& } & y(n&1)&
C &A\&(12)W (n&1)& } &A12y(n&1)&
C
K n&1\&(12) t
(n2)&1
1(n2) { :
n&1
k=1
K k0 t
(k&1)2
1((k+1)2)
+&A12y(0)&=
C
K n&1\&(12) t
(n2)&1
1(n2)
.
The estimation for &A\&(12)Y (n&1)& } &w(n&1)& is the same. By those
estimations we get from (2.9) that
&A\Y (n)&
CK n&1\&(12)
1(n2) |
t
0
(t&{)&12 {(n2)&1 d{
=
CK n&1\&(12)
1(n2)
B(12, n2) t(n&1)2=
C1(12) K n&1\&(12) t
(n&1)2
1((n+1)2)
,
where B( } , } ) is the Beta function. We take K\&(12)C1( 12), then (2.8) is
verified for n. Likewise let us verify (2.7). By (2.5) we have for \=0, 12 , ... that
A\W (n)=&|
t
0
A12e&;(t&{)AA\&(12)[qe(D&;){(Y (n&1){ +DY
(n&1))
+e&;{( f (e;{w(n&1))x& f (e;{w(n&2))x)] d{
=&|
t
0
A12 e&;(t&{)AA \&(12) {qe(D&;){(Y (n&1){ +DY (n&1))
+e&;{

x \|
1
0
f $(e;{(%w (n&1)+(1&%) w(n&2))) W (n&1)+ d%= d{,
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hence
&A\W (n)&C |
t
0
(t&{)&12 [&A\+(12)Y (n&1)&+&A\W (n&1)& (&w(n&1)&
+&w(n&2)&)+&W (n&1)& (&A\w(n&1)&+&A\w(n&2)&)] d{,
where we have used the property that the derivatives of f are bounded. The
same argument gives
&A\W (n)&
CK n&1\
1(n2) |
t
0
(t&{)&12 {(n2)&1 d{=
C1(12) K n&1\ t
(n&1)2
1((n+1)2)
.
We take K\C1(12), then (2.7) is verified.
Let n   and denote w=w(0)+n=1 W
(n), y= y(0)+n=1 Y
(n), we
get (2.3), (2.4) where f is replaced by f . Since \02, w and y belong to
C([0, t*); C(R)). Reduce t* if necessary, then by continuity we can get
|u|M for t<t*, thus (u, z) satisfies (1.3), (1.4).
If \0 is not an integer, the argument is just the same except we consider
(2.7) for \=0, 12 , ..., [2\0]2, \0 , and (2.8) for \=
1
2 , 1, ..., [2\0+1]2,
\0+ 12 . K
3. POINTWISE ESTIMATION
By Proposition 1 if u0 and z0 are sufficiently smooth, so are the solutions.
We will always make this assumption.
We consider the equation (1.4) for z and ‘, then get the equation for z1
as
z1 t=&K,(s) z1&K(,(u)&,(s))z+Dz1 xx , (3.1)
where z1 is defined in (1.12). Let us make an a priori assumption
|u1 |<min \ |u* |2 ,
u*&d
2 + , (3.2)
where d is given in (1.7). Let x1 , x2 # R, such that s(x1)=u* 2, s(x2)=u*+d2. Notice that x1&x2 has an upper bound which is independent
of q. We divide the domain 0=R_(0, T ) into three parts:
01=0 & [x>x1+_t], 02=0 & [x2+_t<x<x1+_t],
03=0 & [x<x2+_t].
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From (3.2) we see that ,(s)=,(u)#0 in 01 , and ,(s)=,(u)#1 in 03 . We
will estimate z1 in 01 in this section.
Let the Green function G (x, !, t, {) satisfy
G t=&K,(s(x&_t)) G +DG xx , t>{,
G | t={=$(x&!)
by the maximum principle G 0. In addition, denote the Green function of
the heat equation by G(x, !, t, {), that is
Gt=DGxx , t>{,
G| t={=$(x&!).
We have
(G&G )t=K,(s)G +D(G&G )xx , t>{,
(G&G )| t={=0
again by the maximum principle G&G 0.
We apply G to the equation (3.1) and get
z1(x, t)=|
+
&
G (x, !, t, 0) z1(!, 0) d!
&|
t
0
|
+
&
G (x, !, t, {) K(,(u)&,(s))z d! d{.
We replace G by G and obtain
|z1(x, t)||
+
&
G (x, !, t, 0) |z1(!, 0)| d!
+|
t
0
|
+
&
G (x, !, t, {)K |,(u)&,(s)| z d! d{
|
+
&
G(x, !, t, 0) |z1(!, 0)| d!
+|
t
0
|
+
&
G(x, !, t, {)K |,(u)&,(s)| z d! d{.
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We define a weight with :0, $>0, #1,
(t+1): W(x$)=(t+1): (1+$x$2)#2, x$=x&x1&_t. (3.3)
Let us estimate the following:
||
01
(t+1): W(x&x1&_t) z21(x, t) dx dt
2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} \|
+
&
G(x, !, t, 0) |z1(!, 0)| d!+
2
dx dt
+2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} \|
t
0
|
+
&
G(x, !, t, {)K |,(u)&,(s)| z d! d{+
2
dx dt
#I1+I2 . (3.4)
Let y=(x&!)2 - tD, then
I1=2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} \|
+
&
1
2 - ?tD
e&(x&!) 2 4tD |z1(!, 0)| d!+
2
dx dt
2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t) \|
+
&
1
2 - ?tD
e&(x&!2 4tDz21(!, 0) d!+
} \|
+
&
1
2 - ?tD
e&(x&!) 2 4tD d!+ dx dt
=2 |
T
0
(t+1): dt |
+
&
z21(!, 0) d! |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
}
1
2 - ?tD
e&(x&!) 24tD dx
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=2 |
T
0
(t+1): dt |
+
&
z21(!, 0) d! |

x1+_t&!2 - tD
W(!+2 - tD y&x1&_t)
}
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
2 |

x1
z21(!, 0) d! |
+
&
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
} |
(- D y+- Dy2+_(!&x1 )_)
2
0
(t+1): W(!+2 - tD y&x1&_t) dt
+2 |
x1
&
z21(!, 0) d! |

- (_D)(x1&!)
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
} |
(- D y+- Dy2&_(x1&!)_)
2
(- D y&- Dy2&_(x1&!)_)
2
(t+1): W(!+2 - tD y&x1&_t) dt.
Upon substituting (3.3) into it we have
I1C |

x1
z21(!, 0) d! |
+
&
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
} |
C( y2+|!&x1 |+1)
0
(t+1): ( |!&x1 | #+t#2y#+t#+1) dt
+C |
x1
&
z21(!, 0) d! |

- (_D)(x1&!)
1
- ?
e&y 2 dy
} |
Cy2
0
(t+1): ( |!&x1 | #+t#2y#+t#+1) dt
C |

x1
z21(!, 0) d! |
+
&
1
- ?
e&y 2 ( y2:+2#+2+|!&x1 |:+#+1+1) dy
+C |
x1
&
z21(!, 0) d! |

- (_D)(x1&!)
1
- ?
} e&y2 ( y2:+2+1)( y2#+|!&x1 | #+1) dy.
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It follows that
I1C |

x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+C |
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!. (3.5)
I2 is estimated as the following:
I2=2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} \|
t
0
|
+
&
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)DK |,(u)&,(s)| z d! d{+
2
dx dt
=2 |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} \||02 , {<t
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)DK |,(u)&,(s)| z d! d{+
2
dx dt
C |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t) \||02 , {<t
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
} e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)D d! d{+
} \||02, {<t
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)Du21 d! d{+ dx dt.
Let t$=t&{, then since x&!_(t&{), we have
||
02 , {<t
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)D d! d{
=|
t
0
|
x1+_(t&t$)
x2+_(t&t$)
1
2 - ?t$D
e&(x&!) 2 4t$D d! dt$
|
t
0
|
x1+_(t&t$)
x2+_(t&t$)
1
2 - ?t$D
e(&_2 4D) t$ d! dt$
=(x1&x2) |
t
0
1
2 - ?t$D
e&(_ 24D) t$ dt$C.
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Therefore
I2C |
T
0
(t+1): |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
} ||
02 , {<t
1
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)Du21 d! d{ dx dt
=C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_{
x2+_{
d! |
T
{
(t+1): dt
} |

x1+_t
W(x&x1&_t)
2 - ?(t&{)D
e&(x&!) 2 4(t&{)Du21(!, {) dx.
Let y=(x&!)2 - (t&{)D, then
I2C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {) d!
} |
T
{
(t+1): dt |

(x1+_t&!)2 - (t&{)D
W(!+2 - (t&{)D y&x1&_t)
}
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
=C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {) d! |

- (_D)(x1+_{&!)
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
} |
{+(- D y+- Dy2&_(x1+_{&!))_)
2
{+(- D y&- Dy 2&_(x1+_{&!_)
2
(t+1):
} W(!+2 - (t&{)D y&x1&_t) dt
C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {) d! |

- (_D)(x1+_{&!)
1
- ?
e&y2 dy
} |
{+Cy2
{
(t+1): ( |!&x1&_{| #+(t&{)#2 y#+(t&{)#+1) dt.
Let t$=t&{, then
I2C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {) d! |

- (_D)(x1+_{&!)
1
- ?
e&y 2 dy
} |
Cy2
0
(t$+{+1): ( |!&x1&_{| #+t$#2y#+t$#+1) dt$.
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Notice that |!&x1&_{|x1&x2 , hence
I2C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {) d!
} |

- (_D)(x1+_{&!)
1
- ?
e&y2 ( y2+{+1): ( y2#+2+1) dy
C |
T
0
d{ |
x1+_t
x2+_t
u21(!, {)({+1)
: d!.
It follows that
I2C ||
02
(t+1): u21 dx dt. (3.6)
So far by means of pointwise estimation we have the weighted L2-norm
estimate of z1 on 01 , given by (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), i.e.,
||
01
(t+1): W(x&x1&_t) z21(x, t) dx dt
C |
+
x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+C |
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!+C ||
02
(t+1): u21 dx dt. (3.7)
4. WEIGHTED ENERGY ESTIMATION
We consider the equation (1.3) for (u, z) and (s, ‘) and get
Ut+( f (u)& f (s))x=;u1 xx , (4.1)
where U and u1 are defined in (1.12). Upon integration we get
vt+ f (u)& f (s)=;u1 x . (4.2)
The weight for (4.2) is in the same form as (3.3) but with different
parameters,
(t+1): W1(!)=(t+1): (1+$1 !2)#1 2, !=x&x1&_t. (4.3)
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Multiplying the equation (4.2) by (4.3) and v and taking integration, we
obtain
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1v2 dx+
1
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): hv2 dx dt
+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt
=
1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1v2 dx dt
&; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$1vu1 dx dt&q
_ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1(;u1 & f $(s)v) z1 dxdt
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): O(1) W1vu21 dx dt, (4.4)
where
h(!)=&W1(!) f "(s(!)) s$(!)+W$1(!)(_& f $(s(!))).
For details see [8]. The property of the function h is summarized in the
following proposition:
Proposition 2. If q is small enough, then h>0 and h(!)t |!| #1&1 as
|!|   for #1>0 and #1{1.
Proof. Following the same lines as the proof of Lemma 1 [8], we take
c # (u
*
, u*), such that f $(c)=_. A shift of the origin, if necessary, leads to
s(0)=c, so one gets f $(s(0))=_. Let !0 # R, such that s$(!)<0 for !>!0
and s$(!)>0 for !<!0 . Since s(&)=u*, we have s(!0)>u*, and since
f $(u*)>_, we have f $(s(!0))>_, which yields !0<0.
If !>0 then W$1(!)>0 and f $(s)<_, and if !0<!<0 then W$1(!)<0
and f $(s)>_, hence h>0 for the case of !>!0 .
We turn now to consider the case of !!0 . Let y=q‘, the integration
of (1.3) yields
s$=;&1(&_(s+ y)+ f (s)+_u*& f (u*)). (4.5)
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Since s$(!0)=0, one gets
s(!0)=u*+
_y
f $&_
,
where f $ is a mean value, but y # [0, q], so
u*s(!0)u*+
_q
f $&_
. (4.6)
From su*>d we have ,(s)#1. By (1.4) the equation for y is
Dy"&_y$&Ky=0.
There are two real roots *1<0, *2>0 of the characteristic equation
D*2&_*&K=0.
Since y is bounded as !  &, y is expressed by
y(!)= y(!0) e*2(!&!0). (4.7)
We rewrite (4.5) as
s$=;&1( f $&_)(s&u*)&;&1_y
and define p=;&1(_& f $), then we obtain the expression for s,
s=u*+e&
!
!0
p d!$ {(s(!0)&u*)&|
!
!0
;&1_y(!0) e*2 (!&!0)e
!
!0
p d!$ d!= .
Noting (4.6) we get
s&u*Cqeb(!&!0), (4.8)
where b>0. Applying (4.7) and (4.8) to (4.5) we have
|s$|Cqemin(b, *2)(!&!0).
The second term of h(!) is positive, so if q is small enough, h(!) is positive
for !!0 .
Finally the definition (4.3) gives the degree of h(!) as |!|  . K
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Multiplying the equation (3.1) by z1 and (3.3), and taking integration we
get
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx&
1
2 |
+
&
W(x) z21(x, 0) dx
+
1
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$_z21 dx dt&
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 Wz21 dx dt
+D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt
=&D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$z1z1 x dx dt
&K |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W,(s) z21 dx dt
&K |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W(,(u)&,(s)) zz1 dx dt. (4.9)
Let c1 be a constant to be determined, we consider (4.4)+c1(4.9) and have
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1v2 dx+
1
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): hv2 dx dt
+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt+
c1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx
+c1 D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt
+c1 K |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W,(s) z21 dx dt
=
1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1v2 dx dt
&; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$1vu1 dx dt
&q |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1(;u1& f $(s)v) z1 dx dt
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+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): O(1) W1vu21 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
W(x) z21(x, 0) dx&
c1
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$_z21 dx dt
+
c1:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 Wz21 dx dt
&c1D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W$z1z1 x dx dt
&c1K |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W(,(u)&,(s)) zz1 dx dt
# :
10
j=1
Ij . (4.10)
Let us estimate the I j ’s. In addition to (3.2) we need another a priori
assumption
O(1) |v|
;
4
, (4.11)
where O(1) is the factor in I5 . As in [8], we have
|I3 |
;
4 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 u21 dx dt+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):
W1$2
W1
v2 dx dt,
and if $1 is small enough, then Proposition 2 implies
;
W1$2
W1

1
4
h.
By (4.11) we get
I5
;
4 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 u21 dx dt.
Due to the CauchySchwarz inequality we have
|I4 |Cq |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1u21+hv
2) dx dt
+Cq |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):
W 21
hz21
dx dt.
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We take #=#1+1, then W 21 hCW, which yields
|I4 |Cq |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1u21+hv
2) dx dt
+Cq |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt.
Since
W$(!)=$#!(1+$!2) (#2)&1,
we have
|I7 |c1C$ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt.
Integration by parts leads to
I9=
c1 D
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W"z21 dx dt,
so
|I9 |c1CD$ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt.
Since ,(u)&,(s)=0 on 01 and 03 , we have
|I10 |= } c1K ||02 (t+1)
: W(,(u)&,(s)) zz1 dx dt }

c1C
= ||02 (t+1)
: u21 dx dt+c1C= ||
02
(t+1): z21 dx dt

c1C
= ||02 (t+1)
: W1u21 dx dt+c1C= ||
02
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt,
where for notational convenience we regard that T in Section 3 is the same
as t here, and =>0 is a constant to be determined.
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Having made the above estimates, we get from (4.10) that
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1v2 dx+\14&Cq+ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): hv2 dx dt
+\;2&Cq&
c1 C
= + |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 u21 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx+c1D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W(c1K,(s)&Cq&c1 C$&c1C=) z21 dx dt

1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1v2 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
W(x) z21(x, 0) dx+
c1 :
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 Wz21 dx dt.
(4.12)
The sixth term of the left hand side is divided into three parts:
|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W(c1K,(s)&Cq&c1C$&c1C=) z21 dx dt
=||
01
+||
02
+||
03
#I11+I12+I13 .
By (3.7) we get
I11=&(Cq+c1C$+c1 C=) ||
01
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt
&(Cq+c1C$+c1C=) {|

x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+|
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!+||
02
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt= . (4.13)
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We turn now to estimate I12 . By the CauchySchwarz inequality we have
||
02
(t+1): z21 dx dt
=||
02
(t+1): (z1(x+x1&x2 , t)&|
x1&x2
0
z1 !(x+!, t) d!+
2
dx dt
2 ||
02
(t+1): {z21(x+x1&x2 , t)+\|
x1&x2
0
z1 !(x+!, t) d!+
2
= dx dt
2 ||
01
(t+1): z21 dx dt+2(x1&x2)
2 ||
01 _ 02
(t+1): z21 x dx dt
C ||
01
(t+1): Wz21 dx dt+C ||
01 _ 02
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt. (4.14)
By (3.7) we get
I12&(Cq+c1C$+c1C=) {|

x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+|
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!+||
02
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt
+||
01 _ 02
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt= . (4.15)
We notice that ,(s)#1 on 03 , then upon substituting (4.13) and (4.15)
into (4.12) we obtain
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1v2 dx+\14&Cq+ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): hv2 dx dt
+\;2&Cq&
c1 C
=
&c1C$&c1C=+ |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx
+(c1D&Cq&c1 C$&c1C=) |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt
+||
03
(t+1): W(c1K&Cq&c1 C$&c1C=) z21 dx dt
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1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1v2 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
W(x) z21(x, 0) dx+
c1:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 Wz21 dx dt
+(Cq+c1 C$+c1C=) \|

x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+|
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!+ .
We take the parameters in the following order: = is taken such that
C=D4 and C=K4; c1 is taken such that (c1C=)+c1C=;8; $
is taken such that c1C$;8, C$D4, and C$K4; finally q is taken
such that Cq 18 , Cq;8, Cqc1 D4, and Cqc1K4, then it follows
that
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1v2 dx+
1
8 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): hv2 dx dt
+
;
8 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt+
c1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 dx
+
c1 D
4 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz21 x dx dt+
c1K
4 ||03 (t+1)
: Wz21 dx dt

1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1v2 dx dt
+
c1
2 |
+
&
W(x) z21(x, 0) dx+
c1:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 Wz21 dx dt
+C |

x1
( |!&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(!, 0) d!
+C |
x1
&
( |!&x1 |+1)# z21(!, 0) d!. (4.16)
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We notice (3.7) and (4.14), then (4.16) can be rewritten as
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1v2+Wz21) dx
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (hv2+W1 u21+Wz
2
1 x+Wz
2
1) dx dt
C {|
+
&
W1(x) v2(x, 0) dx+|

x1
( |x&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
x1
&
( |x&x1 |+1)# z21(x, 0) dx=
+C: |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 (W1 v2+Wz21) dx dt. (4.17)
We turn now to the weighted energy estimation for the equation (4.1).
Applying the same weight (t+1): W1 we obtain
1
2 |
+
&
(t+1): W1U 2 dx+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 x dx dt
=
1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) U2(x, 0) dx&
1
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): _W$1 U2 dx dt
+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1U2 dx dt
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1Ux +W$1U )( f (u)& f (s)) dx dt
+;q |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1z1u1 x dx dt

1
2 |
+
&
W1(x) U2(x, 0) dx+C |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1U 2 dx dt
+
;
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 u21 x dx dt+
C
; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 u21 dx dt
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1z21 x dx dt+
C
; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1 z21 dx dt
+
:
2 |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1U2 dx dt.
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Hence
|
+
&
(t+1): W1U2 dx+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 x dx dt
|
+
&
W1(x) U2(x, 0) dx+: |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 W1U 2 dx dt
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u21 dx dt
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W(z21+z
2
2) dx dt. (4.18)
Differentiating (4.1) and (3.1) and letting U2=Ux , u2=u1 x and z2=z1 x ,
then we have
U2 t+( f (u)& f (s))xx=;u2 xx .
z2 t=&K,(s) z2&K,$(s) sxz1&K(,(u)&,(s)) zx
&K(,$(u) ux&,$(s) sx)z+Dz2 xx .
Multiplying the first equation by (t+1): W1U2 , the second by (t+1): Wz2 ,
similar to the above estimates, we have
|
+
&
(t+1): W1U 22 dx+|
+
&
(t+1): Wz22 dx
+D |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): Wz22 x dx dt+; |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): W1u22x dx dt
|
+
&
W(x) z22(x, 0)) dx+|
+
&
W1(x) U 22(x, 0)) dx
+: |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 (W1 U 22+Wz
2
2) dx dt
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1(u21+u
2
2)+W(z
2
1+z
2
2)) dx dt. (4.19)
Based on the above estimates, we are ready to prove the theorem.
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Proof of the Theorem. Combining estimates (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19)
yields
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1(v2+U2+U 22)+W(z
2
1+z
2
2)) dx
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (hv2+W1(u21+u
2
2+u
2
2x)+W(z
2
1+z
2
2+z
2
2x)) dx dt
C {|
+
&
W1(x)(v2(x, 0)+U 2(x, 0)+U 22(x, 0)) dx
+|
+
&
W(x) z22(x, 0) dx+|
+
x1
( |x&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
x1
&
( |x&x1 |+1)# z21(x, 0) dx=
+C: |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 (W1 v2+W1 U2+W1 U 22+Wz
2
1+Wz
2
2) dx dt.
(4.20)
Inductively we first take :=0 and #=N, then the left hand side of (4.20)
is bounded by the initial data. Then we take :=1 and #=N&1 in (4.20)
and use Proposition 2 to get a similar estimate. This procedure is conti-
nuous up to :=N&2 and #=2, which yields
|
+
&
(t+1)N&2 (W (1)1 (v
2+U 2+U 22)+W
(2)(z21+z
2
2)) dx
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1)N&2 (v2+W (1)1 (u
2
1+u
2
2+u
2
2x)
+W (2)(z21+z
2
2+z
2
2x)) dx dt
C {|
+
&
W (N&1)1 (x)(v
2(x, 0)+U 2(x, 0)+U 22(x, 0)) dx
+|
+
&
W (N )(x) z22(x, 0) dx+|
+
0
( |x|+1)N+1 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
0
&
( |x|+1)N z21(x, 0) dx= , (4.21)
where W (%) and W (%)1 are the weights with #=% and #1=% respectively.
By Sobolev inequality, we have
(1+|!| )12 |U(!+_t, t)|=O(t&(N&2)2),
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and
(1+|!| )|z1(!+_t, t)|=O(t&(N&2)2).
It now remains to verify the a priori estimates (3.2) and (4.11). By (4.17)
and (4.19), we have
|
+
&
(t+1): (W1v2+W1U2+Wz21) dx
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1): (hv2+W1u21+Wz
2
1+Wz
2
2) dx dt
C {|
+
&
(W1 v2(x, 0)+W1U2(x, 0)) dx
+|
+
x1
( |x&x1 |+1):+#+1 z21(x, 0) dx
+|
x1
&
( |x&x1 |+1)# z21(x, 0) dx=
+C: |
t
0
|
+
&
(t+1):&1 (W1 v2+W1U2+Wz21) dx dt.
Let N=2 and do the same induction as above, we have
|
+
&
(W (1)1 (v
2+U2)+W (2)(z21+z
2
2)) dx
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(v2+W (1)1 u
2
1+W
(2)(z21+z
2
2)) dx dt
C {|
+
&
W (1)1 (x)(v
2(x, 0)+U2(x, 0)) dx
+|
+
0
( |x|+1)3 z21(x, 0) dx+|
0
&
( |x|+1)2 z21(x, 0) dx= .
By the assumption of the Theorem we have
|
+
&
(v2+U2+z21) dx
are sufficiently small. Since +& u
2
2 dx is bounded. Using Sobolev inequality
and a simple continuity argument, we get the a priori estimates (3.2)
and (4.11). This completes the proof. K
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Remark 4.1. In [8], we study the system of (1.1) and (1.2), and get a
decay rate which is the same as the one obtained in [6] for scalar viscous
conservation laws. Due to the special feature of the system (1.3) and (1.4),
we only obtain a weighted decay rate in this paper. To determine whether
the decay rate for the system (1.1) and (1.2) is also true for the system (1.3)
and (1.4) may need other new techniques of estimation. And this would be
our research in the future.
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